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                    [image: ]Kuduregombe Mantapa

                    This pavilion stands at the midway point on the road that connects the Gejjala Mantapa and the Vittala Temple.



                    [image: ]Bangalore to Hospet

                    Bangalore to Hospet travel option described. 



                    [image: ]Stone Doors

                    When you arrive at the Royal Enclosure area from the Queen’s Bath, this is the first point where you would stop.



                    [image: ]A Forgotten Empire Vijayanagar

                    A Forgotten Empire Vijayanagar: A Contribution to the History of India by Robert Sewell is arguably the first serious attempt to narrate the history of this fallen empire in a systematic way.



                    [image: ]Rail Map

                    Railway routes in Karnataka.



                    [image: ]Hampi Boulders

                    It is difficult to tell what is more charming in Hampi , weather its thrilling architecture or the bizarre looking landscape.



                    [image: ]Archeological Museum

                    This is a tiny but worthwhile museum located at Kamalapura.



                    [image: ]Water Tank

                    



                    [image: ]Ahmed Khan's Mosque and Tomb

                    This cubical tomb with dome appears in the typical Islamic style (Deccani) architecture.



                    [image: ]Hampi Photos 10

                    



                    [image: ]Hampi Tour Cost and Budget

                    Here is a  quick list of approximate costs and prices for your Hampi tour budget planning.



                    [image: ]Ranga Temple

                    This is yet another temple located within the royal centre, an area otherwise dominated by the courtly structures.



                    [image: ]Vishnupada Shrine

                    This is a tiny shrine built above a pair of footprint carved on the rock surface.



                    [image: ]Lotus Mahal

                    The one structure that needs a special mention inside the Zenana Enclosure is the Lotus Mahal. Or rather this is the highlight in Zenana Enclosure. 




                    [image: ]Pampa Sarovar

                    Pampa Sarovar is a sacred pond for the Hindus. This is believed as one among a few Sarovars (sacred ponds) mentioned in Hindu epics and  scriptures.



                    [image: ]Kodandarama Temple

                    This river facing shrine looks humble but religiously significant.



                    [image: ]Virupapur Gaddi Guesthouses

                    This place is closed! But here are the next options...



                    [image: ]A Forgotten Empire Chapter 15

                    Destruction of Vijayanagar (A.D. 1565)
  Arrogance of Rama Raya ~~ Ahmadnagar attacked ~~ Muhammadans combine against Vijayanagar ~~ The league of the five kings ~~ Their advance to Talikota ~~ Decisive battle, 1565, and total defeat of the Hindus ~~ Death of Rama Raya ~~ Panic at Vijayanagar ~~ Flight of the royal family ~~ Sack of the great city ~~ Its total destruction ~~ Evidence of Federici, 1567 ~~ Downfall of Portuguese trade, and decay of prosperity at Goa. 



                    [image: ]ವೈಭವದ ತವರು ಹಂಪಿ !

                    ಮಧ್ಯಯುಗದ ದಕ್ಷಿಣ ಭಾರತದ ಅತೀ ದೊಡ್ಡ ಸಾಮ್ರಾಜ್ಯ ವಿಜಯನಗರ ಸಾಮ್ರಾಜ್ಯ.



                    [image: ]Granaries

                    Numerous structures and artifacts related to food grain storage have been identified at various locations in Hampi.



                    [image: ]Underground Siva Temple

                    For some curious reasons, this temple dedicated for Lord Siva was built many meters below the ground level.



                    [image: ]হাম্পি, ভারত!

                    এখানকার পাহাড়ি উপত্যকা জুড়ে ইতঃস্তত ছড়িয়ে আছে প্রায় ৫০০-টির অধিক মিনার বা স্মৃতিসৌধ। এগুলির মধ্যে রয়েছে মন্দিরের অপরূপ সৌন্দর্য, রাজপ্রাসাদের গর্ভগৃহ, কৃত্রিম সরোবরের অবশেষ, প্রাচীন বিপণীকেন্দ্র ও তার রাস্তা-ঘাট, রাজোদ্যান, যজ্ঞাগার, রাজ-মঞ্চ ও চৈত্য তথা কোষাগারের ভগ্নস্তূপ ইত্যাদি.



                    [image: ]Rayagopura

                    When translated into English, Rayagopura means the royal tower or gateway.



                    [image: ]Hampi, Índia!

                    Hampi, como é conhecida hoje, foi a capital medieval do império Hindu Vijayanagara (A Cidade de Vitória).
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